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ABSTRACT

The VHF air/ground data link of CAAC is introduced in detail. This paper proposes a solution of VHF
air/ground data link system, which exchanges downlink messages and uplink messages in data link
information processing networks. The following topics are covered in this paper: components of VHF
data link; data processing and design about VHF data link Gateway system; the application of VHF
air/ground data link in airlines.
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INTRODUCTION

In September 1991, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) endorsed a global system
concept for communication, navigation, surveillance, and air traffic management (CNS/ ATM). In the
future system, the global Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN) will integrate the various
communication media, including the very high frequency (VHF), satellite communication (SATCOM),
secondary surveillance radar (SSR) Mode-S data link and possibly high frequency (HF) data link.
Compared with other data link systems, the VHF data link system is a convenient, lower-cost, and
quick-acting, which leads to its widespread employment.

China is the member of ICAO. CAAC is bound to keep abreast of ICAO. VHF air/ground data-
communication system is applied to CAAC for the transmission to ICAO CNS/ATM system. CAAC has
established own VHF air-ground data-communication system.

With the further construction of air/ground data-communication and the continuous increasing of applied
users, such as, foreign and domestic airlines, aircraft management, aviation administrator, etc. In view of
VHF air/ground services information and different characteristics, such as real time, the amount of data,
reliability, information exchange mode, optimizing the structure of VHF air/ground data-communication



gradually, not only meets the requirements of different service information, but also reduces the
communication cost.

In order to optimize the structure of VHF air/ground data-communication, the whole VHF air/ground
data-communication should be classified as VHF air/ground data-communication on the basis of RGS
station and ground information system on the basis of ground users. We use astral structure which is
easy to connect with net, short delay, and easy to be managed. In order to ensure the high reliability, the
standby communication link of network control center must be provided.

The system equipped with data exchange facilities on nodes of air/ground data communication, provides
high-speed data-transmission and exchange services between areas, accomplishes the data collection and
distribution.

The ground information system and flight dynamic information database have been established, so that
flight dynamic information can be shared. The system can provide the perfect air/ground information
services for the related units, such as, airlines, airports, ATC units, local administration etc., and provide
services for hotels, TV station, ISP etc, according to their demand. It is essential to construct airlines
operation management system, and to improve the handling capacity of airports.

The following topics are covered in this paper:

      Architecture of VHF datalink
      Data flow and design of VHF data link Gateway system
      The application of VHF air/ground data link in airlines.

ARCHITECTURE OF VHF DATA LINK

VHF air/ground data communication network system includes 5 parts: ACARS Avionics, Remote
Ground Station (RGS), Ground-based Data Communication Network, Network Management and Data
Process System (NMDPS), and user’s subsystem. The VHF air/ground data link of CAAC is shown as
Fig.2-1.
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(1) ACARS Avionics

As the aerial nodes of VHF data link system, main task of ACARS avionics is to send various flight
parameter information which is collected by airborne system through air/ground data link to ground
RGS station and to receive the information forwarded by RGS in ground network.

The ACARS avionics has lasted for about 20 years, and the third generation production is the most
sophistic avionics. It not only has the data-communication capability, but also has GPS receivers and
DGPS, and realizes GPS navigation. According to the present situation, parts of aircraft of Chinese
airlines have been equipped with ACARS, which aimed at middle and long haul flight. When the new
VHF air/ground data system is newly used, all the Chinese aircraft need to be equipped with
correspondent VHF facilities and data-process system. The available facilities are FANS-1 and CNS-12,
or Collins.  FANS-1 is the most sophistic avionics in the world, but because it is very expensive, it is not
suitable for the aircraft domestic airways. More aircraft of CAAC will use the cheap CNS-12, or Collins.
They have only data-communication, no voice abilities, but they can be transferred to Bytes- oriented
transmiting abilities.

(2) RGS

RGS is the ground node of VHF data link system. It can be used for the connection of aircraft and
ground data communication network.

As the bridge of the aircraft and ground network of the VHF air/ground data communication system,
RGS includes VHF radio, one-chip processor, modem for airborne data, integrate control unit, the router
connected with ground network, modem connected with ground network, GPS timing unit and antenna,
UPS power unit, etc. With the correspondent system software, two-way data communication between
aircraft and ground network can be provided.

The RGS station's essential capability is to distribute data to aircraft and ground network rapidly and
accurately.

RGS receives the data coming from aircraft through VHF receivers, and it works on semi-collector
mode. It sends or receives data at MSK model mode.

RGS station stores the demodulated data into memory, and it doesn't release the data of memory until it
receives the canceling instructions sent by NMDPS.

The RGS station communicates with the ground network by router. There are two communication lines,
one connects to X.25 packet switching network, and the other connects to PSTN network. The goal of
two-way configuration is to enhance the reliability of communication. Once the main X.25 Line fails,
RGS station can detect the failure message automatically, abandon the failure line, connect to PSTN line
of NMDPS through Dial-up automatically, and realize the data transmission on the PSTN network.



(3) Ground Data Communication Network

As the ground data transmission network of VHF air/ground data communication system, the ground
data-communication network provides the ground communication line, and realize the transmission and
exchange of context of data between any two nodes accurately and rapidly. In order to connect to the
open system, it will satisfy the network protocol and interface standard. At present, the X.25 exchange
subnetwork is being used by being-built VHF air/ground data link system of CAAC.

(4) NMDPS

NMDPS is the central processing system, it includes high quality servers and some computers. It applies
the Top structure of Ethernet LAN, and TCP/IP network protocol of industrial standard, The
communication of its subnet and outer network applies X.25 communication protocol, and subnet
combines the nation-wide RGS station into a computer WAN.

The capabilities of NMDPS include:

1. The control and surveillance of RGS station;
2. Information processing;
3. Message Formatting and Routing;
4. Message Addressing and Forwarding;
5. Aircraft Tracking for Uplink transmission;
6. A/G, G/G Message Formats Conversion;
7. Frequency Management;
8. System management;
9. Communication management.

(5) User’s Subsystem
According to applies objective, user's subsystem can be classified as Flight Management System for
airlines, Air Traffic Control Information System for Air traffic control Unit, and administrator
information system for administration unit.

Operators of Air Traffic control center and the dispatcher of Airline can access the data of aircraft
directly, via the terminals of user's subsystem, including Identification Information. Flight Number,
Four-dimensioned information (longitude, latitude, altitude, time) and the report of take off and landing
etc. The front-end of user's subsystem is gateway of data communication network system. The user's
subsystem provides the information services through data link network gateway. The data link network
gateway realizes the distribution and processing of downlink data, and sends the information from
ground to flight and crew through data link network, such as modified flight plan, urgent instruction and
flight weather report etc.

DATA FLOW AND DESIGN OF VHF DATA LINK GATEWAY SYSTEM

The data flow of VHF air/ground data link system is shown as Fig.3-1, Fig 3-2. Fig 3-1 and Fig3-2
illustrate the uplink data flow and downlink data flow in VHF air/ground data link system separately.



The downlink data are generated in aircraft, then goes through RGS (Remote Ground Station), ground
network, NMDPS to the end user. And the uplink data goes in the opposite direction. In this system,
gateway acts as a medium of the information transmission.

The downlink data flow is:

      1. One or more RGS receives a downlink broadcasting from the aircraft,
      2. Each downlink is delivered through CAAC ground data communication network to NMDPS,
      3. NMDPS processing downlink data, and delivery processed downlink data to data link network   

gateway,
      4. The data link network gateway delivers the downlink data user’s subsystem through CAAC

ground data communication network.

The uplink data flow is opposite to the downlink data flow.
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Fig 3-1  Downlink Data Flow
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Fig 3-2  Uplink Data Flow
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The design scheme of the data link gateway is based on the OLE technology.

Based on the OLE technology of Windows NT, the control data link gateway is actually an OLE controls
container. It comprises two independent OLE controls. One visits NMDPS through the network layer
interface in X.25 protocols, and the other visits user’s subsystem through transport layer interface in
TCP/IP protocols.

The gateway maintains the connection with user, constructs responding relationship between logical
address and actual address and finally completes a delivery function.



APPLICATION OF VHF DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORK

The airlines’ flight operation system connected with VHF air/ground data link can supply more services
such as sending and receiving of ACARS telegram. It can supply accurate and rapid information
services for each department of airlines.

ACARS is the typical application of VHF air/ground data link system. The ground user is capable of
receiving some key reports, such as engine data, position reports, OOOI etc. The aircraft which installed
avionics equipment can obtain the weather reports, flight plan update report and air traffic information
system report (ATIS) through VHF air/ground data link system. By applying the ACARS reports, the
airlines’ flight operation system can supply accurate and rapid data and information services for each
department of airlines.

Two detail applications are presented as following:

(1) Animation working with geographic map display

After receiving the ACARS reports, the information about aircraft details, such as position, heading, and
speed are displayed with geographic map window for each aircraft in real time. Animation will operate
on a PC platform and be controlled from within the replay software. Distance and altitude conflict alerts
function and flight simulation function can be given in this software. The system is capable handling
many reports, such as OOOI, EST, Overfly, CPL, FPL, AD, AA, and storing the result data of these
reports in network database. The top of geographic display contains the geographic coordinates, latitude
and longitude, of the current position. The map may also display the following information: regions,
sections, coastlines, routes, waypoints and airports.

(2) Aircraft condition monitoring system (ACMS)

Depended on advanced avionics, VHF air/ground data link and ground user computer network system,
ACMS information processing system has many advantages in flight safety information management,
such as real time, large capacity of data, accuracy, automation.
The ground control center of airlines can know the condition of aircraft’s problem in real time. Through
analyzing the history records of CMC about the same aircraft’s problem, engineers can find out the
problem, give the resolving program and have it repaired. Instead of the process of manual work,
automatic monitor and control system can greatly improve the working efficiency.
Avionics data collecting system can provide large account of parameters to ground monitor or control
system through air/ground data communication system. These parameters can be applied to simulating
the pilot performance, reporting the air safety incident, analyzing the engine performance, monitoring
the engine condition.

CONCLUSION

Based on VHF data link applied, ADS can be integrated into existing local ATC system, and better AOC
services can be provided.



The system conforms to the special situation of China, and meets the requirements of civil aviation
transportation development of China.

VHF data link constructed, the capacity of flight safety and airline operation management are enhanced,
and transition to ICAO New CNS/ATM is easy.
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